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ABSTRACT

Turnaround time (TAT) has been considered as cornerstone for measuring laboratory performance. However there has been lack of consensus among the clinicians and laboratory personnel on interpreting the term “TAT”. A faster TAT has always been solicited in spite of inconclusive data on turnaround time and clinical outcome. The causes of delayed TAT have been varied. A wholesome approach has been advocated to achieve a faster TAT.
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INTRODUCTION

Turnaround time (TAT) is one of the parameters to measure performance of any laboratory. Laboratories often give importance on accuracy and precision of the tests as their goals for quality service. However the clinicians prefer a faster TAT of the tests, which may help them to diagnose, treat and discharge their patients faster. This may explain the increased popularity of use of point of care tests in clinical care.\textsuperscript{[1]}

Definition of Turnaround Time

TAT may depend on various factors like the type of test performed, priority of the test, type of patients the test is catering to and also on the activities.\textsuperscript{[2]} There is a difference of interpreting the term “TAT” of a specific test among the clinicians and laboratory personnel. For laboratory personnel, TAT includes the time from the receipt of sample in laboratory to generation of report. On the other hand clinicians consider TAT from the time they requested the test and only for a small percentage (9%) among the laboratories the definitions of TAT differs regarding the start points and end points.

According to the 1998 College of American Pathologists (CAP) Q-Probes program, most of the laboratories (41.1\%) considered TAT from time of receipt of samples in laboratory to time of reporting of results, followed by ordering of tests to reporting of results (27.0\%), and sample collection to reporting (18.2\%). On the other hand for most physicians (more than 40\%) TAT started from the time they requested the test and only for a small percentage (9\%)
TAT started from the time sample reached the laboratory. [3] While most of the laboratories receive negative feedbacks about TAT, there is little consensus between the laboratory personnel and clinicians regarding it. Many have described the term “therapeutic TAT”, which is the time from a test is being ordered to the time a treatment decision is made based on the result of the test. Thus “therapeutic TAT” may be considered to include the three phases of any laboratory test and that includes the pre-analytical, analytical and post-analytical phases. However for a laboratory, TAT includes only the analytical phase of the test.

Benchmarks for Turnaround Time
There is lack of clearcut benchmark for TAT parameters, which has created much of the confusion. However databases regarding TAT parameters can be obtained from the College of American Pathologists Q-Probes and Q-Tracks programs. [1]

Turnaround Time versus Clinical Outcome
Faster TAT does not always improve clinical outcome of a patient. Studies have demonstrated that point of care tests did not improve duration of stay of patients in hospital. [4, 5] Thus laboratory TAT may not be the deciding factor for discharge of admitted patients.
While other studies have demonstrated that point of care tests reduced the duration of stay in hospitals. [6] Thus these studies suggest the role of faster TAT in reducing the stay of patients in hospital but then they had shortcomings in their study methods.
The literature on turnaround time and patient outcome is inconclusive however faster TAT is always solicited. [2]

Benefits of Improved Turnaround Time
Inspite of inconclusive data, faster TAT has certain benefits. It is a well known fact that patient outcomes are adversely affected by delays in diagnosis. [7] Correct and fast laboratory data helps clinicians with diagnosis and early institution of treatment. Thus an improved TAT may increase the efficiency of clinicians. [1]

Nowadays increased importance is given to patient satisfaction. [7] With a faster TAT, laboratory results can be conveyed to the patient, thus improving patient satisfaction. Moreover a slow TAT can lead to increased requests for duplicate test. [8] This may again increase the cost burden of healthcare.

Causes of Delayed Turnaround Time
The causes of delayed TAT may be pre-analytical, analytical or post analytical. Causes of delays in TAT are most commonly associated with pre-analytical and post-analytical phases. The most common reasons for test delays are related to sample collection and transport, interruption of routine testing for urgent analyses, and communicating results to clinicians. [3] the most important factor for delayed TAT in Indian setting is deficiency of automated facilities for transport of sample and report delivery. Most of the laboratories in India still rely on manual courier for transport of sample and delivery of report. [9]

Steps for Improving Turnaround Time
Improving TAT is a continuous long term process. Specimen should be transported rapidly from collection areas or centres to the laboratory areas and if possible by automatic systems. Accessioning of samples can be done by bar code readers. Proper equipments installation and trained laboratory personnel may help to reduce TAT. Timely quality control measures and updated standard operating protocols may be a time saver. Computerization of laboratories using improved softwares to interface instruments, to review results and to deliver reports to clinicians may go a long way to improve productivity of fastest TAT. [1, 3] Moreover
talking to customers and paying attention to their feedbacks may also improve TAT. [10]

**CONCLUSION**

TAT has different interpretations for the clinicians and laboratory personnel. Although there is difference of opinions relating to the clinical outcomes of an improved TAT, the causes of delayed TAT should be identified. Improving TAT is a continuous process and we need to have a wholesome approach for reducing the obstacles for optimum TAT.
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